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"Secret Insider Software Takes Mere Seconds To Create 1000s And Even 100,000+ Geographically

Targeted Low Competition Keywords! Master Resale Rights Included Are you ready to finally forget all

the hyped up products, courses and eBooks being sold out there in exchange for something real? Would

you like to make money from your own high profile, high profit website every day even while you sleep? If

you answered yes to either of these questions, I urge you to read on... Wednesday 12:47pm Dear Friend,

You deserve a big kudos for making it to this page. By clicking over to this page you've shown the

curiosity and motivation required to make a killing on the Internet, and understand that using keywords is

crucial to your success! I know that you are in for something completely new and shocking at that

because you are going to learn some pretty revealing things about making money online today. Get

comfortable and get ready to clearly find out what it takes to turn your website into profits using the power

of the Internet... The Key Pillar To Success Online Is Laser Targeting The Exact Audience That Is

Interested In Buying Your Product! I'm sure that you are aware of the fact that the online business

industry is booming. There are billions of dollars of product sold every year in online businesses alone

and it's continually rising! But the secret to getting your product, service or offering to make money online

is targeting the right people with your offer. If you don't target the right people, you'll never make a sale no

matter how many people you send to the website. This is why it's so important that the people who come

to your page are targeted, responsive and tuned into the offer that you are presenting. Getting extremely

targeted traffic to your site can be a daunting and difficult task. That's why if you... Choose The Right

Keywords To Target And You'll Make A Fortune, Choose The Wrong Ones And You'll Fail Miserably! I

realize that you may be a bit confused as to what it takes to get targeted visitors to your website and may

not know where to start but I'm going to help you understand... Getting targeted visitors to your web

business relies on one thing... Keywords. That's right, keywords are what drive targeted, truly interested

people to your website that may actually buy what you have to sell. But how are keywords responsible for

this? Let me explain... 1) Keywords are what you are going to use when you do any pay per click

advertising to get people to click through to your site. If you don't have keywords targeted to your product,
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the people who end up at your site will most likely not be interested. 2) Keywords are the secret

ingredient to getting organic search engine traffic to your website. But the keyword you choose determine

which kind of people come to your website. If you're selling kitchen accessories, you don't want car

mechanics coming to the site which is what may happen if you don't carefully choose your keywords.

You're Probably Thinking... "Just How In The Heck Am I Going To Generate Hugely Profitable Keyword

List?"... Up until now, it's be a real chore to generate loads of keywords. It took expensive memberships

to days of research. The truth is, you really need a huge list of keywords. Not some small list. You want

hundreds and thousands of keywords to maximize the chance you have of generating traffic to your

website. This is what the big boys know that most people working from home don't; the person with the

biggest keyword list gets more traffic, period. But how do you generate a big keyword list? It's always

taken loads of time and tedious research to generate keyword lists with loads of entries because you

have to find them one at a time while doing search engine searches. After going through this myself for

years, I knew that there had to be a better way but I just couldn't find anything that did the job. I set out to

create something that did this myself and... What Was Born Was Nothing Short Of Revolutionary In The

New Local Keywords Gold Here's Just Some Of What's Included... A Simple To Use User Interface That

Makes Using It A Breeze! Secret Keyword Tools That Multiply Even One Single Keyword By Thousands!

Top Notch Keyword Cleaning Tools To Tidy Up Your List! Generating Loads Of Keywords And Using

Them Will Flood Your Website With Traffic! The Local Keywords Gold software will generate massive

keyword lists for you from scratch. What Does This Thing Do? This Software was created under top

secret and classified conditions out of necessity. I was just spending too much time on this portion of my

business. The result? A smoking hot, easy to use software that generates keyword lists in seconds, not

days and weeks! What Will I Be Able To Do With This Amazing Software? Generate Huge Keyword Lists

In Seconds, On The Fly! Target Your Keywords By State So You Can Do Local Targeting! Clean Your

Lists And Remove All Of The Stuff You Don't Want Included Automatically! Triple Your Keyword List

Using Smart Tools In Just Seconds! Save Hundreds Of Hours In Keyword Research Easily! Prepare Your

Keywords For PPC Use In Just 2 Clicks! You can see from the image above we turned the keyword

"Dentist" into 5436 separate keywords just for the state of California. That is one single keyword now

turned into 5436!- It's simply amazing! You will then check the box "Prepend" to add the state or city data

before your keyword such as... Los Angeles Dentist Oakland Dentist San Francisco Dentist Alternatively



you may check the box "Append" to add the state or city data after your keyword such as... Dentist Los

Angeles Dentist Oakland Dentist San Francisco If you select only the state box for California it will build

your list showing only the keyword and city name as below... Dentist Los Angeles Dentist Oakland Dentist

San Francisco Check the Include State Names box to build your list to include the state names such as...

Dentist Los Angeles California Dentist Oakland California Dentist San Francisco California Check the

Include State Abbreviations box to build your list to include the state abbreviations such as... Dentist Los

Angeles Ca Dentist Oakland Ca Dentist San Francisco Ca Once you have these settings finalized how

you want them press the "Update List" Button You will see the Generating keywords loaded automatically

in the box as seen above! I have also set this software up to export in batches of 2000 and the ability to

add "Quotes" or [Brackets] around your keywords for easy import to your Google Adwords account! I

assure you when you are setting up your Google Adwords campaign you will be much happier paying for

a bunch of city names including the word Dentist for only 10 cents a click versus up to $7 a click for the

word Dentist on its own. This does not even take into account that anyone searching for "Dentist" in a

more targeted fashions because they included the city name is going to be a much more targeted lead

then someone searching just the vague word of Dentist by itself! Are You Ready To Stop Struggling And

Finally Start Making A Killing With Your Website? This Software Will Guide You Effortlessly To... Easy &

Thorough Keyword Generation On The Fly! A Website Loaded To The Hilt With Targeted Traffic!

Hundreds Of Hours Saved Not Doing Keyword Collection! More Subscribers, More Sales, More Respect!

Obviously This Software Should Be Selling For A Huge Price Tag When You Consider It's Sheer Power...

I could literally charge several thousand dollars for this software and people would pay that. I could also

just keep it under lock and key and charge an even higher price tag for me to generate the keyword lists

for people under my own discretion. After all, being able to generate thousands and thousands of

keywords instantly is an incredibly powerful way to multiply the reach you have when generating search

engine traffic. But the good news is that you aren't going to pay some ridiculously high price today. I don't

want this to cost so much that most people can't afford it. I want the smaller people, the average Joes to

get their hands on this. The people just like you and me. So if you act today I'm going to make the Local

Keywords Gold software available to you for the insanely low price of just $37. That's a one time fee,

nothing else to pay ever. I'm sure that you'll agree that this could very well be considered the biggest

bargain you've received all year and the most potentially profitable tool you've ever seen.
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